Conventionally, pulse generation in passively mode-locked fiber lasers is promoted by a fast saturable absorber. However, if the experimentalist happens to remove the fast saturable absorber element, the fiber laser can still manifest pulsations at the cavity round-trip frequency, although much weaker and surrounded by an important noise level. These self-pulsations comprise polarization-switching states [1] . The interpretation of the anti-phase polarization dynamics is still controversial, as no simple physical model has been developed to date. In that spirit, the analogy of the polarization-switching dynamics with the formation of polarization-domain-wall (PDW) solitary waves was recently suggested [2, 3] .
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To study the possible build-up of PDWs in fiber laser cavities, we operate an erbium-doped fiber ring laser and investigate the wide range of vector polarization dynamics that can be selected at a given pump power, by using the degrees of freedom of two intracavity polarization controllers (PC). We present here a simple theoretical model that explains polarization switching in fiber ring lasers featuring a normally dispersive cavity with a typical, moderate, level of birefringence. Such polarization dynamics, based on a special class of polarization-domain-wall (PDW) structures, agrees qualitatively well with our experimental observations. We also stress the complex and chaotic nature of the observed polarization-switching states. These complex dynamics are corroborated by detailed numerical simulations predicting the build-up of consecutive and transient PDW structures at the subnanosecond scale, which are not fully resolved experimentally [4] . In the presentation, we shall develop our analysis of vector pulse dynamics in the normal dispersion regime, as well as the important issue of the emergence of composite vector-pulse structures. By adjusting the orientation of the PCs, we could shape the vector structures by changing their duration as well as their internal composite vector structure. Fig.1 provides a typical PDW-like dynamics observed in the experiment. Perspectives concerning the observation of vector pulse dynamics in the anomalous dispersion regime, as well as the multifaceted range of dynamics available by exploring the system parameters, shall also be addressed.
